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a b s t r a c t

Concrete is well known for its durability. However, it is exposed to aggressive agents, such as water and
chlorides, leading to its degradation. The DC-electrical resistivity method is a technique devoted to non-
destructive evaluation (NDE). However, when applying this measurement technique to reinforced con-
crete structures, the measurements may be highly influenced by the presence of reinforcement. To study
the influence of reinforcements and estimate the impact of their effect on resistivity measurements on
concrete, we model their contribution by finite element numerical analysis. Electrical measurements in
reinforced and unreinforced concrete slabs were modelled and actual experimental measurements were
used. This article presents the numerical study results that are compared to the experimental data for val-
idation purposes. By validating the presented approach, it will be possible to fully account for the effect of
the reinforcements, as an alternative to measurement strategies that aim at minimizing the disturbance
due to reinforcements.

� 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Known for its resistance to compression and to tension when
reinforced, concrete is also well known for its durability. Despite
being a porous material and allowing the penetration of aggressive
agents, concrete is capable of resisting to chemical and environ-
mental attacks [1]. Nonetheless, when the amount of intrusive
aggressive agents exceeds a certain limit, pathologies appear in
the concrete causing its degradation and therefore threaten the
service life duration of the structure [2]. For instance, previous
studies showed that the critical concentration of chloride ions for
corrosion initiation depends on the percentage of cement mass
[3]. Furthermore, recent studies have been conducted to measure
the critical chloride content [4]. This will permit improving the
prediction of the residual service life of a structure. Therefore, we
need to determine the concentration of chlorides in the concrete
cover in order to predict its residual lifespan.

To evaluate the durability of concrete, the concentration of
aggressive agents penetrating through the concrete cover can be
evaluated by non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques [7].
Measurements made by NDE methods are sensitive to material
parameters and allow monitoring the degradations in this material
without being intrusive [5]. Among the techniques used to inspect
reinforced concrete structures, this study focuses on the DC-
electrical resistivity technique, due to its sensitivity to several
properties of concrete [6–8]. Electrical resistivity is a bulk physical
property that depends on the composition of the material and on
its conditioning [9]. On one hand, studies showed that the electri-
cal resistivity of concrete is sensitive to the connectivity and tortu-
osity of its porosity, and to the water/cement ratio, that also
influences porosity [10]. On the other hand, the resistivity depends
on the water content as described by Archie’s law [11] and it is
influenced by the chloride content in concrete [12,13]. Therefore,
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by determining the resistivity of concrete using the DC-resistivity
method, one can predict the change in chloride and water contents
in concrete. Finally, Rasch and Hinrichsen [14] showed that the
temperature has an effect on its resistivity, which means that tem-
perature needs to be taken into account [15]. Due to the sensitivity
of the electrical resistivity of concrete to its properties especially to
the water and chloride contents, the measurement of resistivity
can be associated to durability indicators through calibration
[16–18].

By developing the electrical method, it became possible to carry
out electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) and determine the
resistivity at different investigation depths [19,20]. In this study,
we are only interested in one-dimensional (1D) tomography,
which leads to the resistivity profile as a function of depth from
the surface. Despite having a great benefit in assessing the resistiv-
ity of concrete, this ND method is indirect. Using the DC-resistivity
method for in situ concrete investigation does not lead to the ‘true’
resistivity distribution but rather to ‘‘apparent” resistivity data. In
fact, an apparent resistivity is an integrating value from the con-
crete surface to a certain depth, which mainly depends on the elec-
trode spacing. Therefore, the process consists of two steps: first,
the apparent resistivity measurements then, the inversion of the
apparent resistivity dataset. Consequently, the inverted resistivity
profiles show the ‘true’ resistivity distribution in the concrete
cover [3,11].

Furthermore, although the DC-resistivity method gives reliable
results when applied to inspect the concrete cover layer, measure-
ments are disturbed in the presence of steel reinforcement
[21,22,23,24]. The ‘apparent’ resistivity may significantly decrease
due to the high electrical conductivity of steel [25,26,27]. This phe-
nomenon may strongly influence the apparent resistivity measure-
ments, which in turn makes it difficult or even impossible to
retrieve the ‘true’ resistivity of concrete [19].

The evidence of steel rebar effect on apparent resistivity mea-
surements has led to rules of thumb for trying to mitigate such
effects. Hence, several approaches have been proposed to minimize
the disturbance caused by the reinforcements. A first approach
consists of placing the electrodes at a certain distance from the
rebars diagonally in the rebar mesh with a preferred spacing for
the electrodes between 30 and 50 mm [22,23]. A second approach,
based on the method of image charges proposed a mathematical
model that takes into account the influence of steel in function of
various factors [28]. A third approach is based on creating a model
that describes the presence of reinforcement and its short circuit
effect by taking the electrochemical state of the steel into account
[26,29,30,31]. A fourth approach proposed by Garzon et al. in 2014
[27] and recently by Samson et al. in 2018 [31] consists of intro-
ducing a ‘rebar factor’ in the apparent resistivity formula in order
to remove the rebar effect. Both studies were developed for specific
slab geometries and for homogeneous concrete with a constant
resistivity.

However, in the present study, the aim is to determine the
effect of the reinforcement on the resistivity of concrete and to
quantify it before the beginning of corrosion, in the initiation per-
iod, even when the concrete is non-homogeneous and for a more
complex reinforcement mesh in the concrete structure. For this
purpose, we use numerical analysis based on the finite element
method by creating a model of a concrete slab, adding a steel bar
to it and then simulating electrical measurements. In that sense,
our study shares some common methodology with that of
Presuel-Moreno et al. [32]. In fact, both studies deal with determin-
ing the effect of steel in function of geometric properties related to
the position of the electrodes and the rebar. In addition, the pre-
sent article deals with a real case study where experimental mea-
surements on a reinforced concrete structure were modeled, in a
more complex framework concerning the rebar and the concrete
resistivity. Therefore, comparable results as well as new results
will be mentioned explicitly.

The aim of this article being the study of the effect of steel rein-
forcement on the determination of the resistivity distribution in
concrete, this effect is firstly observed on the measurements,
thereby on the ‘‘apparent” resistivity measurements. Hence, the
effect must be studied on the measurements at first. Using numer-
ical analysis, we will study the forward problem that consists of
simulating apparent resistivity measurements on reinforced con-
crete and then, the comparison between the measured and the
simulated apparent resistivities leads us to determine the effect
of the steel reinforcement on the determination of the resistivity
of concrete. To this purpose, several models are created to conduct
a parametric study of the effect of reinforcement in terms of geo-
metric properties related to the positioning of the measuring
device near the reinforcement, and in terms of other properties
related to the conditioning of concrete. Then the results are used
to model the measurements done on a slab with a more complex
rebar mesh, which will lead to many deductions and perspectives
for the research.

The hypotheses adopted to carry out this study are briefly sta-
ted in the following. Firstly, it is assumed that the presence of
rebars in the concrete does not modify the state of the concrete
that is near the rebars, at least before corrosion is initiated. Sec-
ondly, although polarization may occur at the steel-concrete inter-
face in reinforced concrete [27], the present work aims at
investigating the contribution of the purely conductive (non-
polarizing) component. Hence, it is assumed here that a steel rebar
acts as an extremely conductive body in perfect electrical contact
with the concrete. Hence, and no electro-chemical or polarization
phenomena are taken into account at the steel-concrete interface.

Thirdly, we assume that the finite element method is capable of
simulating the effect of a conductor with limited dimensions,
extreme resistivity contrast with the surrounding material, and a
certain proximity to the electrodes. Finally, in our study we are
only interested in the distribution of resistivity in concrete with
depth.
2. DC-electrical resistivity measurement method

In this section, the measurement principle is recalled and the
measurement method used in this study is presented.

2.1. Electrical resistivity of concrete

2.1.1. Basic theory
The electrical resistivity of a material, noted q, is the ability of

this material to oppose the flow of free electric charges when it
is subjected to an electric field.

Ohm’s law expresses that the current density vector is directly
proportional to the electric field by using the electrical conductiv-
ity, r (reciprocal of resistivityq), as the proportionality factor:

J
!¼ r E

! ð1Þ

J
!
: current density (A/m2),

E
!
: electric field (V/m).

In electrostatics, Poisson’s equation is given by Eq. (2) and con-
sists of finding the electric potential scalar field V for a given resis-
tivity distribution and charge distribution Q:

r: 1=qrVð Þ ¼ Q ð2Þ
Eq. (2) is used to calculate the forward problem response, i.e.

the potential difference due to the injection of a direct current,
for a certain spatial resistivity distribution.
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2.1.2. Measurement principle
The resistivity q of a homogenous and semi-finite medium is an

Ohm’s-law ratio of measured voltage V to applied current I, multi-
plied by a geometric constant G [33]:

q ¼ V=IG ð3Þ
where G is the geometric factor that depends on the size and shape
of the sample as well as the inter-electrode spacing in the rest of the
article [34]. The calculation method of G is developed in Section 2.2.

However, concrete is neither a homogeneous nor a semi-finite
medium, therefore the measured resistivity is not the ‘true’ resis-
tivity and it is called an apparent resistivity qa [35].

As mentioned previously, the electrical resistivity of concrete
depends on several properties related to its components, its formu-
lation and its environment. Hence, many factors will influence the
resistivity in an uncontrolled environment leading to difficulties in
isolating the effect of the reinforcement. Therefore, the concrete
studied in this paper and presented in Section 4 is considered
homogeneous regarding the aggregates used, the temperature
and the water or chloride content, by means of calibration.

The resistivity of concrete can be estimated by the
DC-resistivity method that consists of using sets of electrodes with
different configurations. Studies have shown that using four elec-
trodes, two for injection and two other ones for the potential drop
measurement, is recommended to overcome the problem of con-
tact resistance when using only two electrodes [36,37]. In this
study, we will focus on the Wenner alpha configuration (simply
called Wenner throughout this paper), characterized by four elec-
trodes equally spaced by a distance ‘‘a”, where the two external
electrodes are used to inject the current and the internal ones
are used to measure the potential drop (Fig. 1) [38]. Studies have
shown that this configuration has a significant signal to noise ratio.
Furthermore, it was used in previous research for the study of steel
effect on the resistivity measurements [27,32].

2.2. Resistivity measurement device

One-dimensional electrical resistivity tomography (1D ERT) is a
method used in this study to determine the resistivity distribution
with depth in concrete by making measurements on the surface,
using different spacings between electrodes [20]. ERT data are col-
lected with an automated multi-electrode resistivity meter. This
technique was used to develop a multi-electrode resistivity probe
by du Plooy et al. (2013) [39] (Fig. 1) using the Wenner configura-
tion presented in the previous section. The multi-electrode resis-
tivity probe consists of 14 electrodes that are equally spaced at a
20 mm interval. Therefore, for all possible Wenner combinations,
26 surface measurements are possible with four different electrode
spacings: 20 mm, 40 mm, 60 mm and 80 mm. In this study, the
probe was connected to a Syscal Pro� (IRIS Instruments) commer-
cial resistivity meter that generates current transmissions
and records the potential drops for all selected 4-electrode
Fig. 1. The Wenner configuration with inter-electrode spacing ‘‘a” –
combinations. The results obtained represent the ‘‘apparent” resis-
tivity data measurement on concrete for four investigation depths.
For the first investigation depth, corresponding to the spacing
a = 20 mm between the electrodes, 11 measurements are possible.
Then this number decreases to 8 measurements for the second
spacing (a = 40 mm), then 5 measurements for the third spacing
(a = 60 mm) and finally 2 measurements for the largest possible
electrode spacing (a = 80 mm). As the concrete specimens are not
semi-infinite and to avoid border effects, the geometric factors
used are calculated by numerical modelling using the finite ele-
ment software, COMSOL Multiphysics� in order to take into con-
sideration the geometry of the structure and the position of the
electrodes [39,40]. The calculation method consists of simulating
a concrete model with the same dimensions and electrode position
than the concrete block used for the measurement and with known
homogeneous resistivity q0. Then after calculating the potential
difference DV0 for this model, the geometric factor is given by:

G ¼ q0 � I
DV0

ð4Þ

As stated before, the electrical method using the resistivity
probe (Fig. 1) produces ‘‘apparent” resistivity values qai

for four
electrode spacings (i = 1–4). Therefore, an inversion process needs
to be performed in order to reconstruct the ‘true’ resistivity distri-
bution [41].
2.3. Influence of steel reinforcement

Being a highly conductive material compared to concrete (by
7–9 orders of magnitude, [42]), the steel reinforcements can signif-
icantly disturb the electrical current flow [23] and a significant
decrease in the measured apparent resistivity can be observed.
Numerical studies by Presuel-Moreno et al. [32] and Garzon et al.
[27] confirmed that the effect of rebar in a concrete structure
was significant and could lead to lower apparent resistivity mea-
surement readings. This effect was also studied by changing some
factors like the concrete cover and the position of the electrodes,
which will be discussed in this study as well.
3. Numerical simulation

The influence of the reinforcement on the apparent resistivity
measurements depends on several parameters related to the posi-
tion of the measurement device in relation to the steel rebar [44].
Therefore, a parametric study is necessary to take some of these
parameters into account. Firstly, we study the thickness of the con-
crete cover. Secondly, we examine the lateral distance between the
axis of the resistivity probe and the axis of the reinforcement, the
two axes being parallel. Finally, we consider the orientation of the
resistivity probe with respect to the axis of the reinforcement bar.
1b a 14-electrode resistivity probe for ERT measurements [39].
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3.1. Characteristics of the reference model

A first model of the concrete slab was created. This model was
taken as a reference for the others. Then another model of the same
concrete slab to which was added one steel bar was studied. It
served to determine the influence of the reinforcement on the
apparent resistivity regarding geometric properties related to the
position of the electrodes near the reinforcement. The modeling
was carried out with a commercial finite element analysis software
package COMSOL � Multiphysics, V 5.3 using the module AC/DC.

The physical problem is expressed by the equations presented
in Section 2. Punctual electrodes placed on the surface of the slab
serve to inject the current. The slab is isolated from the surround-
ing environment. The reference model is a 900 � 700 � 150 mm3

homogeneous concrete slab of predefined resistivity of 100 O�m.
The chosen dimensions refer to those of the slabs used for in situ
NDE testing during the experimental campaign presented in Sec-
tion 4. Then the four-electrode array is placed at the center surface
of the upper surface of the slab such as the spacing between two
electrodes is 20, 40, 60 and 80 mm. A direct current of intensity
equal to 1 A is injected into the model through the external elec-
trodes. Using Eq. (3), the apparent resistivity qa is calculated for
each spacing ‘‘a”. As previously mentioned, the concrete in this
model is considered homogeneous having a constant resistivity
Fig. 2. Meshed model of the 900 � 700 � 150 mm3 concrete slab with a reinforce-
ment of Ø=12 mm at 30 mm depth and a spacing of 80 mm between the electrodes.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of simulated apparent resistivity values vs. electrode s
of 100 O�m. Thereby, the apparent resistivity for each spacing
should theoretically be equal to 100 O�m, as a consequence of the
apparent resistivity definition.

The second model is built from the reference model. A steel
cylinder of resistivity equal to 0.25 � 10�6 O�m representing the
reinforcement of diameter Ø=12 mm and of length equal to the
concrete slab length (900 mm), is placed on the centerline of the
slab and at a depth of 30 mm from the concrete surface. The elec-
trodes are aligned right above the cylinder axis and parallel to it
(Fig. 2). The apparent resistivity is also calculated for the model
with the steel cylinder.

Comparing the apparent resistivity for the two models (Fig. 3),
we can notice that the apparent resistivity values simulated in
the reinforced slab are lower than those in the unreinforced one,
for each spacing. In addition, the more the spacing increases, the
more the investigation depth increases and becomes comparable
to the cover thickness. Therefore, the simulated measurement is
more and more sensitive to the presence of the very conductive
steel bar.

Although an analytical solution was published for expressing
the surface electrical potential distribution in the presence of an
embedded cylinder of high conductivity [25,43], it only applies to
infinitely long cylinders in a semi-infinite medium. Moreover, it
assumes that the cylinder radius is significantly smaller than other
dimensions (e.g. concrete cover thickness). Therefore, no reference
solution is available for validating our numerical solutions. Our
results were validated by means of three approaches. In the first
approach (not presented here), we checked the convergence of
the numerical solutions with respect to the refinement of the finite
element meshes used in this study. In the second approach, we
compared the solution for the single rebar model (Fig. 2) to a sim-
ilar model in which the steel cylinder is substituted by a hollow
cylinder of which the surface is set to a ‘ground’ boundary condi-
tion (i.e. equivalent to a short-circuit). The latter model yielded
identical results to the model with the steel cylinder (Fig. 3). This
original approach allowed showing that the modelling method
used in the present study as well as in [32], i.e. modelling a rebar
as a cylinder of extremely high electrical conductivity having a per-
fect contact with the concrete, is simply equivalent to setting a
short-circuit at the concrete/cylinder interface. The last approach,
presented in Section 4, consisted of numerically modeling an
experimental case to compare the numerical results with real data
acquired on concrete samples.
50 60 70 80 90

ng a (mm)

Unreinforced

pacing between a (single rebar) reinforced and an unreinforced slab.
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In the next section, the effect of reinforcement is studied
regarding geometric parameters related to the position of the elec-
trodes relative to the reinforcement.

3.2. Parametric study

The purpose of this parametric study is to numerically quantify
the effect of the reinforcement on apparent resistivity measure-
ments over the concrete slab. Four parameters are studied on the
model of the concrete slab with one single reinforcement bar
(Fig. 4):

- the concrete cover thickness h,
- the lateral distance between the electrode line and the rebar
axis Dx,

- the orientation of the electrode line relative to the rebar axis in
the plane (angle h),

- and the concrete resistivity.

3.2.1. Concrete cover thickness
The first parameter studied is the concrete cover thickness, h. In

this parametric study, the concrete cover thickness h varies from
Fig. 4. Modeled reinforced slab showing the geometric parameters for the
parametric study.
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20 mm, which is the minimum value for a reinforced concrete
structure, to 50 mm, which is the thickness of the concrete cover
used in structures built in seawater.

We recall that the simulated concrete has a resistivity of
100X�m. In the absence of reinforcement, it would be expected
to obtain apparent resistivities very close to this value. All the
curves presented in Fig. 5 have the same tendency: for each con-
crete cover thickness, the apparent resistivity decreases as a func-
tion of the inter-electrode spacing. Comparing all the curves for a
given spacing value, it should be noted that the greater the con-
crete cover thickness, the lower the effect of the reinforcement
on apparent resistivity. This effect was also observed on the results
held by a previous numerical study [32].
3.2.2. Lateral distance between the electrode line and the rebar axis
The electrodes are aligned parallel to the axis of the reinforce-

ment. Dx denotes the distance of the line of electrodes perpendic-
ular to the projection at the surface of the axis of the rebar (Fig. 4).
In this study, the electrode line is moved respectively by Dx = 40,
80, and 120 mm from its initial position to evaluate the sensitivity
of the apparent resistivity to this distance. The concrete cover
thickness is fixed at 30 mm.

Fig. 6 shows the apparent resistivity curves as a function of the
inter-electrode spacing for each value selected value of distance
Dx. They all exhibit a decreasing behavior with spacing a, which
confirms that the effect of the reinforcement is always present
even by moving the electrodes laterally with respect to the rein-
forcement (Fig. 6), which can be also confirmed by the study of
Presuel-Moreno et al. [32]. However, this decay is not identical
for all distances Dx. In fact, the further the electrode line is from
the axis of the reinforcement, the slower the apparent resistivity
decreases with the inter-electrode spacing. Thus, for a spacing of
20 mm, it is preferable to move the electrode line by at least
40 mm to reduce the effect of the reinforcements to less than 2%
for h = 30 mm. While for a spacing of 40 mm, it is preferable to
move the electrode line 80 mm away from the axis of the rebar
so that the effect is less than 5%, for h = 30 mm. The spacing
a = 40 mm is about the classical spacing used for commercial
Wenner resistivity devices. As a rule of thumb, one can keep in
mind that for a Wenner array the lateral distance between the
60 80 100

g a (mm)

5 mm h=30 mm

0 mm h=50 mm

pacing for different concrete cover thicknesses.
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four-electrode line and the closest rebar axis should be at least
twice the inter-electrode spacing.
3.2.3. Orientation of the electrode line
The electrodes are initially aligned directly above the reinforce-

ment axis such as the electrode line is parallel to the reinforcement
axis. In this section, the angle h between the center of the electrode
line and the rebar axis varies from 0� to 90� (Fig. 4).

Fig. 7 shows the variation of the apparent resistivity as a func-
tion of the spacing a for various values of angle h. Comparing the
results, all the curves have approximately the same tendency:
the apparent resistivity decreases when the inter-electrode spacing
increases. However, it is noticed that the more the angle h
increases, the more the electrode line is deviated from the rein-
forcement axis and thus the less the effect of the reinforcement
is noticeable. Indeed, when the electrode line is perpendicular to
the reinforcement axis, the apparent resistivity hardly varies and
is almost the same as the reference apparent resistivity. These
results agree with the numerical study by Presuel-Moreno et al.
[32].
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3.2.4. Resistivity of the concrete slab
It is necessary to study the effect of the contrast of resistivity

between concrete and steel. For this study, different values of resis-
tivity for the concrete chosen to model the slab are imposed, while
maintaining the resistivity of the steel rebar at a fixed value of
about 0.25 � 10�6 O�m. These values are the classical concrete
resistivites and are 20, 100, 1000 and 2000 O�m [12]. Each of these
values is considered as a reference in the corresponding modelling.
Indeed, as previously stated, the resistivity value assigned to a
modelled concrete slab is considered as the reference apparent
resistivity, as it represents the value that should theoretically be
measured on a non-reinforced concrete slab.

The simulation results obtained are shown in Fig. 9. In terms of
relative difference between the simulated and the reference appar-
ent resistivity, it can be noticed that for the four curves, the relative
difference increases from about 10% for a = 20 mm to about 75% for
a = 80 mm. This means that the effect of the reinforcement is
almost the same regardless of the resistivity of the concrete, as if
the resistivity of steel which is about 10�6 O.m was so low
compared to that of concrete that it is considered as ‘‘perfect
60 80 100

g a (mm)

a=40° theta=60° theta=90°

t orientations of the electrode line with respect to the axis of the reinforcement



Fig. 8. Current lines in the 3D concrete slab model a- without rebar b- with one steel bar of diameter 12 mm at 30 mm from concrete surface.
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conductor”, always bringing the same effect of a ‘‘perfect short cir-
cuit”. This is also clear in Fig. 8 where the current lines are dis-
turbed and converge in the steel bar.

This parametric study shows that the apparent resistivity is
highly disturbed by the reinforcement that causes a short circuit
effect due to the extremely high resistivity contrast between con-
crete and steel. However, this effect depends on h, Dx and h. In the
next section, the effect of the reinforcement is studied on measure-
ments carried out during an experimental campaign.

4. Application to experimental data

In the previous section, we presented a parametric study using
our numerical modelling for estimating rebar effects on DC-
electrical measurements. The aim of this section of the paper is
to present the application of this procedure to existing experimen-
tal data both for testing and for validating it.

The effects of steel reinforcement on the apparent electrical
resistivity using the Wenner probe technique were studied exper-
imentally on reinforced concrete slabs that were designed in labs
or found in field. Many investigation parameters related to the
rebars were studied: the concrete cover thickness [44,45], the com-
plexity of the rebar mesh, the probe configuration, the rebar coat-
ing [44]. However, studies showed that there are many other
challenges for real-time resistivity measurements. For instance,
temperature could have a non-negligible effect on resistivity mea-
surements in the real and uncontrolled environment [46]. There-
fore, temperature effect should be estimated and corrections
should be applied [47,48]. In addition to that, the saturation condi-
tions of concrete have a major effect on the resistivity measure-
ment [45,46]. On one hand, the reliability of resistivity
measurements on field concrete structures depends on the time
for concrete to reach a certain saturation ratio and for the resistiv-
ity measurements to stabilize [46]. On the other hand, with envi-
ronmental conditions like rain a more complex situation is
observed in which reinforced concrete is subjected to wet/dry
cycles of different duration. Under those conditions, it becomes
more difficult to estimate the resistivity gradient in concrete
[45]. In our study, we assume that the concrete slabs designed
for lab measurements are kept in controlled conditions, i.e. con-
stant temperature and salt water imbibition level during the
2-day duration of the imbibition process (Section 4.1). Under these
conditions, we will assume a simple resistivity profile in the con-
crete slabs (Section 4.3).

4.1. Formulation of concretes and preconditioning of test specimens

The APOS French research project consisted of non-destructive
evaluation on concrete slabs in order to assess the durability of
reinforced concrete structures and the evolution of the deteriora-
tions in time. The focus of the study is on degradations of
reinforced concrete structures in the marine environment. The
non-destructive measurements are made on slabs of dimensions
900 � 700 � 150 mm3. Some are reinforced and others are not.
For reinforced slabs, the concrete cover is characterized by a nom-
inal thickness of 30 mm. The steel rebars used are classic high
adherence HA12 bars of diameter 12 mm and are arranged to
obtain four meshes of dimensions 200 � 300 mm2 (Fig. 10). The
slabs studied are made of cement type C25/30 mixed with CEMI
Portland cement and are designated C1. The water to cement ratio
is 0:6. Table 1 summarizes the composition of concrete C1. The
compressive strength at 28 days is 36.3 MPa with a standard devi-
ation of 0.86 and the porosity at 28 days is 15.6% with a standard
deviation of 1.5. A set of 10 slabs was manufactured for different
types of non-destructive tests. Then, pre-conditioning of the slabs
was performed with the aim to obtain homogeneous slabs at time
T0 that is the starting point of the subsequent imbibition phase. An
imbibition of the slabs in 10 mm of salt water at a concentration
[NaCl] = 35 g/L was performed for more than one year. Measure-
ment campaigns took place at seven times and this study focuses
on the first four times: T1 ¼ T0+1h, T2 ¼ T0+4h, T3 ¼ T0+18 h and
T4 ¼ T0 + 38 h. At each test time, the slabs were removed from
the salt water and flipped over so that the measurements could
be performed on the humid face. Then, the slabs were put again
in the pool containing salt water.

4.2. Presentation of measurements

In this section, we are interested in the measurements made on
the slabs designated by ‘‘C1-13” and ‘‘C1-14”. The C1 refers to the
cement type CEMI used and the numbers 13 and 14 refer to the
slab number between the remaining specimens. The first slab
(C1-13) is unreinforced and subjected to imbibition in salt water
and the second (C1-14) contains the meshes of reinforcement
described previously and is subjected to imbibition in salt water.
Measurement were made using a SYSCAL Pro resistivity meter (IRIS
Instruments) that allows to significantly mitigate polarization
issues by transmitting a low frequency (2 Hz) alternating square-
shaped current and by applying some signal processing to remove
any voltage due to remaining polarization. Moreover, the number
of cycles of the transmitted signal for one particular measurement
(between 3 and 5 cycles) as well as the current intensity (about
1 mA) are usually kept low in order to avoid unnecessary electrode
or rebar polarization.

Apparent resistivities were measured with the 14-electrode
resistivity probe described in Section 2. In Fig. 10, the electrodes
are represented by 14 blue squares on the block surface and
aligned on the diagonal of the rectangle formed by cylindrical
rebars A, B, 2 and 3. Three measurements were made on the mesh
AB23 (Fig. 10): two measurements on the first diagonal of the
mesh and one measurement on the cross diagonal by placing the
resistivity probe in central position to avoid the effect of the steel
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Fig. 10. Geometry of the synthetic model of the reinforced slab (concrete cover
thickness is 30 mm; perpendicular rebars are located at the same depth and
therefore interpenetrate each other in the model).

Table 1
Composition of concrete C1 for the experimental campaign.

Component Source Quantity (kg, L)

Aggregate 1 11.2/22.4 Quarry of Pont de Pierre (22) 760
Aggregate 2 6.3/10 Quarry of Trègueux (22) 320
Sand 1 0/2 Quarry of Gouviard (22) 56
Sand 2 0/4 Quarry of Moulin (56) 300
Cement CEMI Saint-Pierre La Cour 305
Admixtures AD Sika Prise SC2 0.7
Water 190
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Fig. 11. Experimental apparent resistivity measured on the unreinforced slab C1-13
as a function of inter-electrode spacing at four various test times.
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bars as much as possible. On slab C1-13, even if there are no rein-
forcements, the resistivity measurements were made at the same
positions. To obtain the apparent resistivity, the measured transfer
resistances (V/I) were then multiplied by the corresponding geo-
metric factors G, modeled using the finite element method
described previously in Section 2.2. The mean value and standard
deviation of all three measurements were calculated for each slab.

In Fig. 11, the apparent resistivities obtained on the unrein-
forced slab are shown for all times. The apparent resistivity
decreases over time starting with the outer surface in contact with
salted water. In fact, the more the quantity of penetrating water
increases, the more the resistivity decreases, which is amplified
by the presence of chloride ions. In addition to that, for each time,
the apparent resistivity increases with the spacing between elec-
trodes, hence with depth due to decrease of moisture and ionic
content in concrete with depth. By inverting these curves using
the Res1D software [49], we obtain the curves showing the ‘true’
resistivity distribution of concrete as a function of depth as shown
in Fig. 12. The effect of the water penetration from the outer sur-
face is well observed.

Fig. 13 shows the apparent resistivities of the reinforced slab
C1-14 for all periods T1–T4. As shown in this figure, the curves
do not exhibit a monotonic increase as in the case of the unrein-
forced slab (Fig. 11). Resistivities decrease from the spacing of
60 mm as the investigated volume increases to include the rein-
forcement, which agrees with the results of our parametric numer-
ical studies. Therefore, the inversion of apparent resistivities for
slab C1-14 by Res1D software is made impossible, which means
that, because of the significant disturbance due to the reinforce-
ment, the apparent resistivity datasets are not compatible with a
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1D-resistivity distribution anymore. The significant disturbance
due to reinforcement has to be modelled in a forward FE modelling
prior to the inversion.
4.3. Inverted resistivity profiles in concrete

For the numerical modeling, it is necessary to be able to assign
to the synthetic slab a resistivity profile similar to that of the actual
slab. Therefore, the measured apparent resistivites are inverted
using Res1D software into a multilayer distribution of the ‘true’
resistivity (Fig. 11). Then, these ‘true’ resistivities obtained by
inversion can be adjusted to obtain continuous profiles that can
be used as input parameters in the modeling. Each resistivity dis-
tribution (T1–T4) for the slab C1-13 is fitted by a 4-parameter
Weibull distribution as shown in Fig. 12, referring to Fares et al.
[50] in order to obtain smooth resistivity profiles. The Weibull
distribution is of the form:

q zð Þ ¼ ðqmin � qmaxÞ � expð�ðz=kÞkÞ þ qmax ð5Þ

where qmin is the minimum resistivity in the concrete slab (X.m),
qmax the maximum resistivity in the concrete slab (X.m),
k and k the parameters of the Weibull distribution,
with z being the coordinate perpendicular to the slab surface

(mm).
4.4. Description of numerical models

The goal here is to verify that a stable solution to the previously
defined forward problem can be obtained for a more realistic
model of unreinforced or reinforced concrete slabs and to compare
the simulated apparent resistivity values with those obtained
experimentally on the real slabs. The studied slabs were subjected
to water and chloride ingress for the purpose of generating a resis-
tivity gradient that evolves over time.

To solve the forward problem for simulating the measured
apparent resistivity values, it is necessary to first estimate the ‘true’
resistivity profiles as a function of depth in the material, for each
test time, and use it as an input for the synthetic model the slab.
Thus, for the unreinforced slab, the Weibull curves adjusted and
presented in Fig. 12 are used to impose corresponding concrete
resistivity profiles to the corresponding synthetic slab.

For the reinforced slab, we assume that the ‘true’ resistivity pro-
files of concrete are identical for both unreinforced and reinforced
slabs. Since both slabs (C1-13 and C1-14) have indeed the same
concrete formulation, both underwent the same imbibition proto-
col and drying conditions, it is assumed that the condition of the
concrete is the same in both slabs. As a result, the ‘true’ resistivity
profiles retrieved in the form of Weibull distributions for the unre-
inforced slab are applied to the reinforced slab model as well.

So the reinforced slab model consists of two components:

i) the concrete itself to which we impose the same resistivity
profiles as those for the unreinforced slab at the respective
test times and

ii) the reinforcement represented by six steel cylinders of
12 mm diameter and located under a concrete cover thick-
ness of 30 mm (Fig. 10). It should be noted that in the syn-
thetic slab, the cylinders interpenetrate each other,
whereas in the real slab they are placed one above the other,
which can cause differences between measured and simu-
lated values for the reinforced slab. Nevertheless, the rebars
modeled in this case are much more realistic, and numeri-
cally complex, than the one bar case studied in Section 3.

The same positions of the electrodes (on the diagonal of rectan-
gle AB23 formed by cylinder axes A, B, 2 and 3) are set for both the
unreinforced and the reinforced slabs. Then, based on the numeri-
cal procedure presented in this paper, we predict the apparent
resistivity values that would be expected on the experimental slabs
having the above-mentioned resistivity profiles. The computation
time ranges from a few seconds for the unreinforced slab to about
5 min for the reinforced one, for each four-electrode array.
4.5. Numerical results and comparison to the experimental data

In this section, the numerical and the experimental apparent
resistivity values are compared both with graphs and by calculat-
ing an overall RMSE (root-mean-square error) according to the fol-
lowing expression:

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP4
i¼1 qi

a expe � qi
a num

� �2

4

vuut
ð6Þ

where qi
a expe and qi

a num are the average apparent resistivity mea-
sured on the real slab and the average apparent resistivity modeled
on the synthetic slab for investigation depth ‘‘i” respectively. The
graphs showing the experimental and the simulated apparent
resistivity values at each test time are presented in Fig. 14 for the
unreinforced slab and in Fig. 15 for the reinforced slab.
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For both the unreinforced and the reinforced synthetic models,
the apparent resistivity values obtained by numerical analysis of
the physical problem are in reasonable agreement with the exper-
imental data (Figs. 13 and 14). Indeed, by calculating the normal-
ized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) in percentage from the
RMSE criterion (as defined in Eq. (5)), the NRMSE reaches low val-
ues (NRMSE = 4.5%) for the unreinforced case and stays around
33.6% for the reinforced one due to the slight differences in T2. This
can be explained by the onsite testing conditions with a slight
delay in the measurements between the two slabs.

4.6. Discussion

After comparing the experimental results to the ones carried
out by numerical modeling, we find that the results are compara-
ble for both slabs but in a more effective way in the unreinforced
slab.

The differences may be due to uncertainties in the measure-
ments. In fact, the standard deviation r of the measurements is
r unreinforced = 3.33 and r reinforced = 4.15. Moreover, the dif-
ferences may derive from the change in the state of the material
over time, or because of the difference between the slabs, or the
arrangement of the reinforcement, or the approximation of the
numerical solution, and in particular the simplifying form of the
concrete resistivity gradient. The difference may be more visible
with the reinforced slab, and that can be due to the higher uncer-
tainties in the measurements.

The compatibility of numerical and experimental results leads
to several observations. For both studied models, the finite element
calculation has converged to a solution that is comparable to the
real case study. In the studied case, this validates the numerical
solution and asserts that it simulates the real physical problem
to some reasonable extent.

Finally, based on the work hypotheses stated in Section 1, for
the reinforced slab model, the comparison of the measured and
simulated apparent resistivity values makes it possible to confirm
that the presence of the reinforcements only disturbs the apparent
resistivity and not the ‘true’ resistivity of the concrete, at least prior
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to corrosion initiation. Indeed, the aim of solving the forward prob-
lem in applying to the concrete of the reinforced slab a resistivity
profile obtained for the unreinforced reference slab is to approve
that the actual state of the concrete in the initiation phase is not
affected by the presence of reinforcement. It is conditioned by
the presence of water and chlorides in this case. Steel reinforce-
ments being much more conductive than the concrete slab, the
electrical current takes the easiest way, which induces lower
potential differences and leads to the decrease in the apparent
resistivity measurements.
5. Conclusion

To conclude, this study aims to determine the effect of rein-
forcement on apparent resistivity measurements made on rein-
forced concrete structures. Indeed, the disruption of apparent
resistivity measurements in the presence of reinforcement was
clearly observed during the experimental campaign presented
herein. In addition, these disturbances made it impossible to invert
the measurements to obtain the ‘true’ resistivity distribution, pre-
venting the interpretation of the results on these reinforced slabs.

In the preliminary study, the aim was to optimize the numerical
model and methodology in order to study the influence of rein-
forcement. This study showed that the presence of reinforcement
in a concrete structure induces a significant decrease in the appar-
ent resistivity values for increasing electrode spacing. Then in the
parametric study, characteristics related to the relative position
of the steel bar and the measuring device have been varied in order
to determine the sensitivity of the apparent resistivities to the
presence of reinforcements as a function of these characteristics,
and to validate the observation made previously. Thus, the study
revealed that the effect of the reinforcement is all the more signif-
icant if the concrete cover is small, the measuring electrodes are
close to the reinforcement or the spacing between electrodes is
large. These trends could be expected, but it allowed the effects
to be quantified. For instance, concerning the effect of the distance
between the electrode line and the steel bar, in the case of one
rebar and for an inter-electrode spacing of 40 mm, it is preferable
to move the electrode line 80 mm away from the axis of the rebar
so that the effect is less than 5%, for a concrete cover thickness of
30 mm.

Finally, the previous experimental data were presented in
which apparent resistivity measurements were carried out on rein-
forced and unreinforced concrete slabs subjected to salt water
imbibition. The numerical modeling of the unreinforced slab gen-
erates apparent resistivity values that are very similar to those
measured experimentally, which validates the existence of a
numerical solution that correctly approximates the physical prob-
lem without reinforcement. Moreover, assuming to have the same
‘true’ resistivity distribution in the concrete of the two slabs, rein-
forced and unreinforced, we find a numerical solution comparable
to the results obtained experimentally by modeling the reinforced
slab. This result makes it possible to argue that the reinforcements
have an effect only on the apparent resistivity, and not on the ‘true’
resistivity of the concrete, and that the methodology developed in
this work allows a good modeling of the effects observed.

For this, since the disturbances due to the presence of reinforce-
ment are taken into account for the forward modelling of the
apparent resistivity, some suggestions for further research can be
made. An improvement of the apparent resistivity inversion
method could make it possible to obtain the ‘true’ resistivity distri-
bution despite the presence of reinforcements, provided that their
characteristics are taken into consideration (position, geometry,
electrical properties and contact with the concrete). Moreover,
the study of the electrochemical effect of the steel and concrete
interface, modeled by a Butler-Volmer type formulation, can take
into account the effect of the reinforcement corrosion in modeling
in order to represent more finely the reality and to obtain an even
more reliable numerical solution.
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